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ion procedures and 
ompliant MS can handover 

.  
In the simple HO mode the MS communicates with just one access station, which allows only low speed mobility 
(portability or simple mobility). For higher speed mobility (full mobility) FASS and MDHO are implemented. In 

ultaneously with all active stations in a diversity active set. In uplink 
tations or network (MS) are capable of diversity combining of received signals.  In 

contrast to MDHO, in FASS the data are sent to all active stations in diversity active set but without diversity 
need to use explicit 

n anchor station is changed. 
 

 

 

2. Problem Statement 
 
 
Due to the introduction of RSs in to the network infrastructure, there are two main categories of MDHO or FASS 
handover, as discussed in contribution [1]:  
 

 
 

over and Fast Access 

  
      Shengjie Zhao        

20
Cambridge, MA 0

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
In this proposal, we discuss the MAC MDHO and FASS handover decision to terminat
corresponding MAC management messages over relay links so that an IEEE 802.16e c
seamlessly within an IEEE 802.16j network. 

MDHO mode MS can communicate sim
(downlink), active access s

combining and the data are processed in anchor station only. This handover type does not 
handover signaling messages whe
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ong a group of RSs or the MR-BS controlled by  the 

 MR-BS ; 
n is MR-BS ; 

Case 3: the current anchor station is MR-BS and target anchor station is RS ; 

fferent RSs ; 

R-BSs 

rent anchor station and target anchor station is the different MR-BSs ; 
 the different MR-BS ; 

t MR-cell ; 
hey are located in 

 as well as over the wired 
agement messages over 
ation between an MR-BS 

and its subordinate RSs with regards to broadcast control messages such as preamble, FCH, DL-MAP, UL-MAP, 
it its own preamble, FCH, DL-MAP, UL-

MAP, DCD, and UCD. The contribution discusses the MDHO handover and FASS handover in MR-cell network 
nd MAC messages will 

fined in sub-clause 
over decision, initiation, 

ion [1] we address handover network topology acquisition. 

hing 

age exchange. With 

eceive from multiple MR-
Q message by the MS or 

MOB_BSHO-REQ message by the anchor station. 
      --- FASS Decision: A FBSS handover begins with a decision for an MS to receive/transmit data from/to the 
anchor station that may change within the Diversity Set. A FASS handover can be triggered by either 
MOB_MSHO-REQ by the MS or MOB_BSHO-REQ message by the anchor station. 
       --- Diversity Set Selection/Update: An MS may scan the neighbor stations and to select those stations that are 
suitable to be included in the diversity set. The MS shall report the selected stations. The diversity set update 
procedure shall be performed by the anchor station and the MS. 
       --- Anchor Station Selection/Update: an MS is required to continuously monitor the signal strength of the 
stations that are included in the diversity set. The MS shall select one station from its current Diversity Set to be 
the Anchor station and reports the selected anchor station on CQICH or MOB_MSHO-REQ messages. 

 
 
(1) Intra MR-BS handover the diversity set is updated am
same serving MR-BS which consists of four cases: 
Case 1: the current anchor station and target anchor station is
Case 2: the current anchor station is RS and target anchor statio

Case 4:  the current anchor station and target anchor station is the same RS ; 
Case 5: the current anchor station and target anchor station is the di
 
(2) Inter MR-BS handover if the diversity set is updated among a group of RSs controlled by the multiple M
which consists of four cases: 
Case 6: the cur
Case 7: the current anchor station is MR-BS and target anchor station is RS controlled by
Case 8: the current anchor station is RS and target anchor station is MR-BS in a differen
Case 9: the current anchor station and target anchor station are the different RSs and also t
different MR-cells. 
 
The signaling between the involved access stations occurs over the wireless relay links
backbone. .In MMR networks, to make RSs more efficient and simpler, new MAC man
relay links are required. Handover procedure can be different depending on the coordin

DCD and UCD. Here, we are focus on system where a RS can transm

and defines the MAC handover procedure. The proposed MAC handover procedure a
enable 802.16e compliant MS to handover seamlessly following the handover procedure de
6.3.22 of 802.16e-2005. The proposed schemes in this contribution will address hand
execution and termination. . In contribut

3.1 Macro diversity handover and fast access station switc
 
The MDHO or FASS capability can be enabled or disabled in the REG-REQ/RSP mess
MDHO or FASS enabled, the MS shall perform the following stages: 
      --- MDHO Decision: A MDHO begins with a decision for an MS to transmit to and r
BS and/or RSs at the same time. A MDHO can start with either MOB_MSHO-RE
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ludes the H_Add 
able MS to determine if 

 CINR of a anchor station is less than H_Delete Threshold, the 
rsity set; when long-term 

dd Threshold, the MS shall send MOB_MSHO-REQ to 
 RS to the diversity set. 

OB_BSHO-REQ and MOB_BSHO-RSP messages include the following 
ss stations for a particular MS: 

y need to be obtained over 
t messages MR_HOINFO-

iciently among the 
Figure 1 shows the message flows for decision and initiation for case 9. 

 
The decision to update the Diversity Set begins with a notification by the MS thought the MOB_MSHO-REQ 
message or by the BS/RS through MOB_BSHO-REQ management message.  The process of Anchor BS/RS 
update may begin with MOB_MSHO-REQ from MS or MOB_BSHO-REQ from the Anchor BS.  
Acknowledgement with MOB_BSHO-RSP is required.  Specifically for Case 9, as an example, this process is 
passed onto the Anchor BS and to the target RS of another cell using the new command MR_HOINFO-REQ and 
MR_HOINFO-RSP as illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
 

 

3.2 MDHO/FASS decision and initiation 
 
The MR-BS or RS supporting MDHO or FASS shall broadcast the DCD message that inc
Threshold and H_Delete Threshold. These thresholds are used by the FASS/MDHO cap
MOB_MSHO-REQ should be sent. When long term
MS shall send MOB_MSHO-REQ to require dropping this anchor station from the dive
CINR of a neighbor MR-BS or RS is higher than H_A
require adding this neighbor MR-BS or
 
As defined in IEEE 802.16e-2005, M
information about possible target acce
                    --- Service level prediction 
                    --- Preamble index/subchannel index 
                    --- HO process optimization 
                    --- Network assisted HO supported 
                    --- HO authorization policy support 
This information was obtained over the backbone in 802.16e networks, however it ma
the relay links as well as the backbone. Therefore we define two new MAC managemen
REQ and MR_HOINFO-RSP in order to for exchange of the information to take place eff
potential stations in a diversity set.  
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                                              Figure 1: MDHO/FASS handover decision and initiation message flows for case 9. 

3.3 Diversity Set update for MDHO/FBSS 
 
When MOB_MSHO-REQ is sent by an MS, the MS may provide a possible list of MR-BSs and/or RSs to be 
included in the MS’ Diversity Set. The MS may evaluate the possible list of MR-BSs and/or RSs through the 
received MOB_NBR-ADV message, and previously performed signal strength measurement, propagation delay 
measurement, scanning, ranging, and association activity as discussed in contribution [1]. When MOB_BSHO-

 
 

HO information request 

HO information response 

Target 
anchor RS

Target anchor  
serving MR - BS 

MS Current anchor 
serving MR-BS

Current  
anchor RS 

MOB_MSHO_REQ 

MOB_BSHO_RSP 

MR_HOINFO-REQ

MR_HOINFO-RSP

MR_HOINFO-REQ

MR_HOINFO-RSP
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RSP is sent by the Anchor station in the MS’s current Diversity Set, the MR-BSs may provide a list of MR-BSs or 

An MS and the potential access stations in the diversity set shall conduct ranging by exchanging RNG-REQ and 
 includes a station ID 

Upon receiving such a RNG-REQ message, the potential stations may request the MS for information if it has not 
ay need to be obtained over the relay links as well as over the 

gement messages MR_MSINFO-REQ and MR_MSINFO-RSP for 

In IEEE 802.16e-2005, the old anchor BS is informed over the backbone of the successful MS network attachment 
at the diversity set. However in 802.16j, this attachment may be informed over the relay links as well as the 
backbone, so we propose a new MAC management message MR_HO-IND. This information is used to inform the 
old anchor station of the successful MS network attachment at a new anchor MR-BS and/or RS. Figure 2 shows 
the message flows of handover execution and termination for case 9. 
 

 
 

RSs recommended for incorporation into the MS’ Diversity Set. 
 

RNG-RSP. An MS can indicate a handover attempt by sending RNG-REQ message which
TLV and sets bit number of the ranging purpose indication TLV set to 1. 
 

received yet. Because the MS information m
backbone, we define two new MAC mana
informing the MS information. 
 

3.4 MDHO/FBSS handover termination 
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                   Figure 2: the message flows of the MDHO/FASS handover execution and termination for case 9 

3. Summary of New MAC management messages  
 

 
The following table lists the proposed new MAC management messages for stations in an 802.16j network for 
handover decision to termination procedures. 
 
Table 1 : new MAC management messages over relay links 
 

 

RNG-REQ

Connection
Re - establishment

RNG - RSP

Data forwarding

Successful MS network 
attachment at target

Target 
anchor RS

Target anchor  
serving MR - BS 

Current anchor 
serv Sing MR-B

MS Current  
anchor RS 

Start  Resource_ 
Retain_Time Timer 

Start Resource_
Retain_TimeTimer

Handover 
completes

MOB_HO-INDMOB_HO-IND 

MR_HO-IND

MOB_HO-IND

MR_HO-IND
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sag  

 
 
New MAC mes es 

MS hando
phase

ver  Descriptions 

MR_HOIN
MR_HOINF

FO-RE
O-RSP 

ass the handover  
t anchor station to  

the current anchor station over relay links 

Q MDHO/F
and initia

ASS decisiThese two messages are used to p
tion related information of potential targe

MR_HO-IND Handover terminationThis message is used to notify successful handover to  
the current anchor station and to the target anchor station. 

 

 
 

4. Proposed text change 

R 
 MOB_MSHO-REQ, the 

s RS receives 
ng MR-BS or response with a 

BS receives the relayed 
MOB_MSHO-REQ, it generates and transmits a MOB_BSHO-RSP message to the anchor access RS so that the 

OB_BSHO-RSP to the MS as a response. 
 

stations list for a diversity set and 
e relay links as well as 

ed backbone and MR network. The information maybe obtained over the relay links using 
HOINFO-REQ/RSP messages w ude a possible active stations of a diversity set and HO 

 as w e expected serv el of an MS at each active access station. 

[Insert the following as a new subclause 6.3.2.3.51.1] 
 

6.3.2.3.51.1 Multiple relay handover information request (MR_HOINFO-REQ)message 
An active access station sends this message to obtain handover related information on the recommended active 
access stations. 
 
Syntax Size (bits) Notes 

 

 
 
 
[Insert the following at the end of subclause 6.3.22.2.2.1] 

6.3.2.22.2.2.1 MDHO/FASS decision and initiation for MM
An MS initiates handover by transmitting a MOB_MSHO-REQ message. Upon receiving
anchor access station responses it with a MOB_BSHO-RSP message. If an anchor acces
MOB_MSHO-REQ, it may relay the received MOB_MSHO-REQ message to a servi
MOB_MSHO-RSP message after collecting necessary information. If the serving MR-

anchor access RS forwards the received M

The MOB_BSHO-REQ/RSP messages contain the recommended target active 
their information related to handover support. These information can be gathered over th
over the wir
MR_ hich incl

ll as th
target 

 levprocess optimization information e ice
 

MR_HOINFO-REQ_Message_format() { - - 
Management message type = TBD TBD  
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Anchor BS/RS_ID 48 

 
 

 
SF_indicator 1 Set to 1 to indicate that the 

service flow informatioMS’s n
is included 

If(SF_indicator = = 1) {   
N_SF  Number of admitted service 

flows for the MS 
For(i=0;i<N_SF;i++){   
TLV encoded information variable  
}   
}   
N_recommended_active_stations 8  
For(i=0;i<N_recommended_active_stations;i++
{ 

  

Recommended_target_active_station_ID 48  
}   
padding variable Padding to byte boundary 
}   
 
 
 
[Insert the following as a new subclause 6.3.2.3.51.2

rmation response (MR_HOINFO-RSP )message 

e age 

Size (bits) Notes 

] 

6.3.2.3.51.2 Multiple relay handover info
 
This message response to a MR_HOINFO-REQ m
 

ss

Syntax 
MR_HOINFO-RSP_Message_format
() { 

- - 

Management Message Type = TBD TBD  
Anchor BS/RS_ID 48  
N_recommended_active_station 8  
For(i=0; 
i<N_recommended_active_station;i++
{ 

  

Recommended_active_station_ID 48  
TLV_encoded_information variable  
}   
Padding TBD Padding to reach byte 

boundary 
}   
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ubchannel Index 
 target access station. 

expect from this 
ss station. The following encodings apply: 

S 
vailable for one or several service flows authorized for the MS. 

ed with QoS specified 

ization 
 indicative only. HO process 

d, a value of ‘1’ indicates the 
rocess Optimization TLV 

 the target access station may send unsolicited SBC-RSP and/ or REG-RSP 

sing 
xcept TEK phase during current re-entry processing 

Bit #2: Omit PKM TEK creation phase during re-entry processing 

g current reentry 

: Omit Time of Day Acquisition management messages during current reentry processing 
P management messages during current re-entry processing 

ational state transfer or sharing between serving BS and target BS 
ounters, MAC state machines, etc…) 

n_policy_support 
To indicate if authorization negotiation is used in the HO procedures. If this encoding is not 
presented, the same EAP authorization and the same value of the MAC mode field of the 
current access station are applied as authorization policy. Otherwise, the following values are 
applied: 
0: RSA authorization 
1: EAP authorization 
2: Authenticated-EAP authorization 
3: HMAC supported 
4: CMAC supported 
5: 64-bit short-HMAC 

 

The following TLV parameters can be included: 
 
Preamble index/ S
This parameter defines the PHY specific preamble for the recommended
 
Service level prediction 
The service level prediction value indicates the level of service the MS can 
recommended target acce
0 = No service possible for this M
1 = Some service is a
2 = For each authorized service flow, a MAC connection can be establish
by the AuthorizedQoSParamSet. 
3 = No service level prediction available. 
 
HO process optim
HO Process Optimization is provided as part of this message is
requirements may change at time of actual HO. For each Bit location, a value of ‘0’ indicates 
the associated reentry management messages shall be require
reentry management message may be omitted. Regardless of the HO P
settings,
management messages: 
Bit #0: Omit SBC-REQ/RSP management messages during re-entry proces
Bit #1: Omit PKM Authentication phase e

Bit #3: Omit REG-REQ/RSP management during current re-entry processing 
inBit #4: Omit Network Address Acquisition management messages dur

processing 
Bit #5
Bit #6: Omit TFT
Bit #7: Full service and oper
(ARQ, timers, c
 
HO_authorizatio
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6: 80-bit short-HMAC 

HO_ID 
l ranging to the recommended target access station once this access 

ion, as measured 
d as a signed integer in units of samples. 

e Difference parameter indicates the delay of downlink signal relative to the anchor access 
station, as measured by the MS for the neighbor access station. For SCa PHY mode, this value shall be interpreted 

PS. For OFDM and OFDMA PHY mode, this value 
h a range of +7/8 to –1 one cyclic prefix time of the 

tion arrived after that of 
nal is delayed by 25% 

ging RNG-REQ/RSP 
s, the target anchor 

 TLV in the RNG-RSP message. As indicated in the HO Process 
Optimization TLV settings, the target anchor access station may use the previously obtained MS service and 

 
rmation request by sending a MR_MSINFO-REQ message to 

its serving MR-BS. Upon receiving the MR_MSINFO-REQ message, the serving MR-BS sends a MR_MSINFO-
RSP message with the MS information. The serving MR-BS may obtain the MS information via the wired 
backbone network or over the relay links. If a new anchor access RS and an old anchor access RS has 1-hop relay 
link, the new anchor access RS may send a MR_MSINFO-REQ message to the old anchor access RS and the old 
anchor access RS responds with a MR_MSINFO-RSP message. 
 
 
[Insert a new subclause following subclause 6.3.2.3.51.3] 

6.3.22.3.6  MDHO/FBSS handover termination for MMR 

 
 

7: 96-bit short-HMAC 
 

ID assigned for use in initia
station is selected as the target BS. 
 
Network Assisted HO supported 
Indicates that the recommended target access station supports Network Assisted HO. 
 
Relative delay 
This parameter indicates the delay of neighbor DL signals relative to the anchor access stat
by the MS for the particular access station. The value shall be interprete
 
Arrival Time Difference 
The Arrival Tim

as a signed byte with the resolution of 
shall be interpreted as a signed fraction wit
anchor access station. A positive value indicates that the signal of the neighbor access sta
the anchor access station (for example, the value of 0x02 indicates that the neighbor sig
±6.25% of the CP). 
 
[Insert the following at the end of 6.3.22.3.4.2.1] 

6.3.22.3.4.2.1 MDHO/FASS execution for MMR 
In MR networks, an MS and a target anchor access station shall conduct ranging by exchan
messages. To notice an MS of possible omission of re-entry process management message
access station includes a HO Process Optimization

operational context information. 

The target anchor access RS may make an MS info
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anchor access RS shall 
on expiration of resource 
ss RS shall remove all the 
ssage directly from an 

ND message, the MR-BS 
in time timer in the case that a target access station in the MOB-HO-IND message is not 

managed by the MR-BS. The successful MS network attachment at a target anchor station is informed to the old 
ion, target serving anchor station by transmitting MR_HO_IND 

message over the relay links. 

 a new subclause g subclause 6.3 5.1] 

y mobile station i formation response (MR_HO-IND) message 
is to info mobile station netwo arget anchor access station. 

Syntax Size (bits) 

 
 
Upon receiving a MOB_HO-IND message with HO_IND type =0b00 from an MS, the old 
relay it to the old serving anchor MR-BS and may start its resource retain time timer. Up
retain time timer or receiving the successful MS network attachment, the old anchor acce
MS context information. An old serving anchor MR-BS can receive a MOB_HO-IND me
MS or a relayed one from its subordinate RS. When an MR-BS receives a MOB_HO-I
shall start resource reta

anchor access station, old serving anchor stat

 
 
[Insert  followin .2.3.5

6.3.2.3.55.1 Multiple rela n
This message rm rk attachment to a t

Notes 
MR_HO-
IND_Message_format() { 

- - 

Management message type = 
TBD 

TBD  

Target BS/RS_ID 48 Applicable only when 
HO_IND_type is set to 0b00  

MDHO/FASS_IND_Type 2 0b00: confirm Anchor BS/RS
update 

Anchor BS/RS_ID 3 TEMP_BSID of the anchor 
BS/RS 

 
 

5. Reference 
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